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LAVER

2-28-14 
L)  Much is done at My Laver;  conscious awareness;  importance;  not a ritual;  ever

3-13-14 
L)  Precious time;  time well spent at My laver;  thoroughly wash;  thoroughly;  teach;  quick 
splashes are just that, quick splashes

4-18-14 
L)  Rinse with My Power, My forgiveness;   purple with His thumbprint;)  Come unto Me, I AM 
your peace;  tarry at My laver;  be thorough

5-28-14 
L)  My laver is sufficient;   thorough washing;   Power in the washing;   receive;   vindicated;   My 
judgment

6-04-14 
L)   complete washing renews;  

6-21-14 
L)  come to My laver;  cleanse;  bow before Me;  yield all;  staunch in the truth of My word;  
great responsibility;  inadequate effort;  all must give 100% effort;  check selves

6-23-14 
L)  see with My sight;   trust only My sight;   all have not seen nor heard;   douse selves in Me, 
My Blood;   circumstances require;   [With my right index finger the Lord had me draw a circle 
on the floor around me.  It was about 1 meter in diameter.  He then showed me to scoop up with 
cupped hands 1 scoop from the laver and place it in the circle.  He then told me to dip in it 3 
times.  He then said to preserve, so I scooped up what he had me put in the circle and put it 
back in the laver.]  cleansed;   with the Might of My Blood;   My Holy Sacrifice;   [He then 
showed me to erase the circle.]

8-16-14 
L)   diligent washing;   important;   clean inside and out;   pristine;   [ I saw white.]

8-18-14 
L)   Impurities;   washed;   withstand My washing;   adjustments made;   allowed;   [I saw purple 
with His thumbprint in white in the lower middle.]   acknowledge; [As I was acknowledging what 
He’d just done, I saw a triangular shape of ultra white.]  
  
8-28-14 
L)   open laver;   to all;   deny not;   bring to My laver;   cleanse;   bring it about;   time, time;   
understand;    facets of My laver;   cleanse the filthy;   [I saw tongues being washed.]

11-02-14 
L)   Test My waters;   not;   come into My waters;   all the way;   I have much for you there;    
now relax and let Me 

12-29-14
L)   DP;   Procrastinate not;   DP;   My living waters;   come into;   allow them to heal;    
drink it in;
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3-01-15
L)   expunge;   every cell clean;     be it so activated;  

3-03-15
L)   stand tall, sure;   (DPT);   (DPT);   enter My deep;   much to learn;   reap;   (DPT)   
all hindrances disallowed;   
HP)    step in;   allow Me to cleanse deep within;     operate in white;   (white)   be it so

3-07-15
L)   Holy washing;   allow Me;    (DDP)   every eye;   every eye clean and bright;   
(DDPT)   take not for granted;   allow Me, allow Me access to your eyes;   

3-09-15
L)   Laver time;   more important than most realize;   more facets than only washing and 
cleansing;   expect;   (DPT)  (DPT)   keep moving onward;   allow and activate My 
directions;   activate yourselves

4-10-15
L)  Laver time, special;  (DDP)   cleanse, cleanse;   (DDP)   look into the depths of the 
laver;   understand its facets;   cleansing, yes, but more, so much more;    accept, 
receive;  now let it grow, increase;   

6-15-15
L)   My laver;   sufficient;   quandary not;   follow My Protocols;   My purposes 
supersede;   acknowledge;   (I agree)   thanks;   share with the lost;   get their 
agreement

6-16-15
L)   water;   drink of My water;   living water;   that you may  live;   My sustenance;   
come boldly; be not lax;   nor hesitant;   drink

7-14-15
L)   My water;   Pristine;   cleanse with it;   share it;   share the truths of My water;   living 
water; living within

8-14-15
L)   clean hearts;   Bride;   (washed my heart again)   take seriously   forget not;   keep 
hearts holy; Bride heart Holy;   wash with purpose;   remember, remember

8-31-15
L)   My Pure water;   teach them to wash in My Pure Water;   that they may reap of the 
benefits;   I desire to bless them;   teach them, My Chosen  

9-27-15
L)   keep the washing pure;   take not for granted;   sincere;   holy time;   desecrate not

10-07-15
L)   Laver work important;   inroads made;   stand on that;   let not enemy erode;  



11-05-15
L)   understand cleansing power of My water;   the power of the blood at the Laver;   
take in every facet;   Bride, take it in

11-18-15
L)   Cleanse;   make holy;  dynamite efforts at the Laver;  so much more than simple 
bathing; understand facets of Laver cleansing

12-04-15
L)   yes, Rights invoked;   all in place;   use freely;   use rightly;   My Chosen must so 
choose;   legally; right purposes

12-15-15
L)   yes, invoke the laver rights and the rights of My Blood;   accept them each and 
activate;  expect

12-18-15
L)   yes, yes, yes the rights of the blood;   Holy rights, Holy Blood;   take not lightly;   
many facets; accept them;   Proclaim;  

12-19-15
L)   Purge selves of unrighteousness;   unrighteous acts; ;  cleanse;   give enemy no 
place;   no place;   cleanse, cleanse, cleanse

12-21-15
L)  impurities;   deny them as you wash;    remember this facet at My laver;  obedience 
acknowledged

7-26-16
L)   (As I started washing, I heard myself say, “I wash with Your Holy living water.”  I 
immediately understood I was washing with Holiness.  I had chills the whole time I 
washed.)   yes, yes, yes, it is time to understand this aspect of washing at My Laver;   
now, Child, truly be blessed with this knowledge;   the knowledge of being able to wash 
yourself in holiness
HP)   I so enjoy your understanding;   careful sharing;   washing with the understanding 
of doing so with My Holiness must not be done with fleshly self-serving intentions and 
purposes;   careful sharing;   careful sharing;  

9-18-16
L)   intense;   intense time at My laver;   Bride, take not for granted;   intensity must be 
allowed to increase

11-14-16
L)   Laver time, special;   holy cleansing time;   forget not;   take not for granted;   allow 
for deep, deep cleansing;  

12-02-16
L)   (As I started washing with the  Holiness of His Water, I saw it flowing down over 
me.)  as a fountain;   drink of it;   permeate;   let it permeate your being;   your thoughts;




